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“Guest Talk” on   

“Machine Learning” 

By Mr. Sunil M E, Assistant Professor, CSE Department, PESITM, Shivamogga 

13-01-2020 

A guest talk was arranged on “Basic Machine Learning” for final year BCA students. The 

resource person started his talk by sharing his knowledge on overview, importance, basics and 

technological aspects used in machine learning. He also enlightened the students that the 

machine learning has become basic requirement in technology, and he also shared his 

experience  as how programming language is also important in this technology. 

He concluded the session by motivating the students to explore in the field of Corporate, and   

how  the machining applications are being  used  in daily life. He suggested the students to 

develop small applications on their own using new technologies.  

The talk was followed by an interactive session. The talk has proven to be very inspiring and 

informative for the students. 

Dr. K.Sailatha, Principal, Ms. Roopa D S, HOD, Ms. Ashwini E M, Co co-ordinator    

Computer Science Department,   and faculty members of  Computer Science Department were 

also present. Final year student, Ms. Stella Saji John welcomed the Guests and Ms.  Ashwini E 

M coordinator proposed Vote of thanks on the occasion. 
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